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Rismag Gordeziani (Tbilisi)
GREEK WORDS OF UNKNOWN ETYMOLOGY DENOTING SEA
The Greeks’ attitude to sea, which played an important role in their lives,
is manifested at a linguistic level as well. There were four basic terms in
ancient Greek that referred to sea: ¹ q£lassa, tÕ pšlagoj, Ð pÒntoj, Ð ¤lj.
To this is added a formative 'WkeanÒj which to a certain extent has the
meaning of the ‘world river’.
Scholars are certain about the Indo-European etymology of Ð pÒntoj
and Ð ¤lj.1 As concerns the other terms, their etymology is considered
unestablished. I share the opinion of the researchers who assign them to
the non-Indo-European Pre-Greek world. I believe that like hundreds of
the so-called Pre-Greek formatives, they too imply reference to the Kartvelian languages.2
tÕ pšlagoj denoted sea, but evidently, it referred to an open high sea,
beyond the territorial waters.3 R. Beekes finds unjustified H. Frisk’s attempt to associate it with the Indo-European stem *pelh2 ‘to spread out’4
and favors the assumption on the Pre-Indo-European origin of the formative.5 I believe that it could be associated with the Kartvelian pel- stem
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denoting ‘open, open to the full’.6 M. Chukhua reconstructs the common
Kartvelian archetype as *bel- with the meaning of openness, bareness,
opening. He goes even farther and relates it to the common Nakh stem
*b-el ‘open, open eyes/unlock, uncover’. Consequently, he does not rule
out reconstruction of the stem to the common Caucasian level.7
It is difficult to argue whether in Pre-Greek the element ag- is a derivative affix or a root element.8 If the relationship that I suggest is acceptable,
it can be assumed that the element was used to derive a nominal form
from the bel-/pel- stem. In my opinion, a similar element can be observed
in Georgian derivation as well: cf. common Kartvelian *kad- ‘preaching,
promising’ and *kad-ag-i ‘preacher, proselyter’. Consequently pšlagoj
could be understood as ‘open, opener’.
Scholars’ attention has long been attracted by the term q£lassa which
can often be found already in the Homeric epics. Scholars unanimously
admit that the etymology of the word is unknown.9 Hesychius attests the
gloss dal£gca, which he believes to be of Macedonian origin and semantically identical with q£lassa. As E. J. Furnée so rightly notes, we should
not necessarily believe Hesychius and consider the term Macedonian.10 On
the other hand, scholars unanimously observe the interchange of stems
qal-/dal- which must be indicative of the Pre-Greek origin of the term.11
The ending of the gloss -agca, as well as the of Greek term -assa can be
considered a derivational inflexion. In this case, we face the question of
semantics of qal-dal- itself. In this regard, the most acceptable hypothesis
was offered by A. Lesky, who in 1974 published a special article called
q£lassa.12 A. Lesky paid attention to the fact that out of the four terms
referring to sea, two, ¤lj and pÒntojare masculine, one pšlagojis neuter,
and only q£lassa is feminine. In A. Lesky’s opinion, the Homeric epics
and other Greek sources allow for the conclusion that only ¤lj and
q£lassa can be regarded as the terms having the meaning of saline water.
He considers numerous contexts where ¤lj and q£lassa are interchangeable exactly with this function, while pÒntojand pšlagojnever appear in
this context. A. Lesky comes to a conclusion that the ancient Greek lan-
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guage found to the Pre-Greek feminine word q£lassa meaning ‘saline
water, sea’ a masculine equivalent ¤lj derived from its own organic stem
meaning ‘salt’, and used them as absolute synonyms. Hence, it is quite
natural to assume that the stem in question qal(a)-/dal(a) - contained a
seme close to ‘salty, saline’, from which, with the help of some Pre-Greek
derivational inflexion, was derived a term reffering to sea and having the
meaning ‘saline water’.13 I believe that this Pre-Greek stem can be associated with the Kartvelian linguistic world. Recently, M. Chukhua has
reconstructed to the common Kartvelian level an archetype *dal-a meaning curds, curdled milk, buttermilk. In his opinion, this stem has a regular
correspondence in common Nakh *dur←*dwor meaning ‘salty, saltiness’,
which enables reconstruction of the stem at the common Caucasian level.14
Evidently, at the common Kartvelian level too its basic meaning must have
been ‘saltiness, salinity’, which can possibly be indicated by one of the
meanings of the Svan stem dər-/dər ‘salted rennet of swine or calf used
for curdling’.15 If so, we can presume that in the Pre-Greek language that
had the stem meaning ‘saltiness, salinity’, the latter was used to derive a
term referring to sea that entered the Greek language.
The term 'WkeanÒj likewise noteworthy. Like in mythopoetic thinking,
Oceanus, at least in ancient Greek epics, is the personified world stream, the
world river that runs around the universe. In Homer, it gave birth to all gods
and objects (Il,. XIV, 201, 245-6). In the Homeric epic, Oceanus and sea are
different in several points: sea is a water space, more or less confined and surrounded by continents, through which men navigate to get in touch with one
another. Sea-shores are basically inhabited by real peoples. We may assume
that the sea in Homer refers to the Mediterranean. Contrary to this, Oceanus is
the world river that is beyond the limits of the sea and flows around the earth.
Having crossed it, one finds oneself among mythic peoples and lands: the
Ethiopians, Harpies, Gorgons, Cimmerians, etc. Consequently, the Oceanus
always returns back, i. e. into itself.16 Despite individual attempts, its etymology is considered unknown. R. Beekes finds it Pre-Greek, which is suggested by
the attested parallel forms 'Wg»n, 'WgenÒj 'WghnÒj.17 According to E. J.
Furnée, it has the free interchange of k/g typical of the Pre-Greek.18 To deter-
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mine the etymology of the formative, first of all we should pay attention to the
semantics of its attested stem. In this respect, I find noteworthy an attribute of
Oceanus attested in Homer ¢yÒrooj (cf. Germ. ‘in sich zurueckfliessend’; Eng.
’returning into itself’).19 Consequently, it can be presumed that the meaning of
'WkeanÒjis associated with circulation, continuous rotation/revolution of the
world river, flowing back into oneself. Evidently, here we could also consider
the gloss çgšnioj ‘old, eternal’. If there really is any relationship between these
two stems, we could presume that its semanitcs at the same time implied the
meaning of turning back and of oldness and eternity. R. Beekes reconstructs
the hypothetical Pre-Greek archetype *ū-kan.20 I believe that this stem must be
related to the one intensely used in old Georgian – u>an-/u>uan-, which, taking into consideration the interchange of w/u in the stem, must be connected
with the earliest stage of the history of Georgian language.21 Bearing in mind
the Mengrelian u>oxole ‘back, on the back side’, I believe that we could also
speak of the Georgian-Zan archetype. From this stem are derived on the one
hand u>unkceva ‘turning away, returning, going back’, u>uana ‘back, at the
back’, u>an ‘behind’ and on the other hand u>uni ‘eternal, everlasting’,
u>uniti ‘eternal, from the very beginning’, ‘u>uniti u>unisamde ‘for ever and
ever’.22
The above suggested etymologies of the terms whose origin has so far
been believed to be unknown completely fit into the context of the Kartvelian-Pre-Greek hypothesis presented in E. J. Furnée’s and my works.23
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